October 3, 2013

Martial Law
By Rick Joyner
A recent MorningStar TV Prophetic Perspectives program that I did on how
martial law is coming to America has created quite a stir. Some were outraged and some
glad that the obvious had been stated. Both of these responses are understandable. The
stir that was created by this is encouraging. I obviously touched a nerve, as even the
national news picked it up. At least for a moment, a lot of people are alert and listening.
In the New Testament, it is recorded over twenty times that Jesus said, “He who
has ears to hear, let him hear.” He also said, “Be careful how you hear” (see Mark
4:24). More often than most of us realize, what we hear passes through a mental filter
that changes the message from what was actually said to what we think was said. In
some of the responses I received about this program, it is obvious that this happened with
many viewers, and that is understandable. I’m just thankful that they care enough to get
mad about this. Even so, as some on the national news edited the video to make it seem
what I was not saying, I am putting this in writing so that what I am saying is clear. It will
be necessarily shocking to many anyway, and many who clearly understand what I’m
saying will still disagree with it. That is understandable.
What I did say, and am saying, is that democracy in America is failing, and
we are headed for martial law.
I make no apologies for this statement, and I will stand by it. I did not plan for that
program to be aired just as a government shutdown began. That is actually a gross
overstatement for what is happening, and is one of many symptoms of the breakdown we
are witnessing in our Republic.
In 1987, I began warning about what is now happening. When I was first shown
this in the prophetic experience I wrote about in The Harvest, I was as disconcerted and
grieving as much as some were when they saw the Prophetic Perspectives program in
which I boldly stated these things. For this reason, I fully understand and empathize with
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their outrage. However, everything I was shown in that vision has either come true or is
unfolding now.
I have the benefit of seeing many things unfold the way I was shown, and I surely
understand the outrage of those who do not have this benefit. Some infer that this is
something I actually want to happen in America, but that could not be further from the
truth. I don’t prophesy what I want to see happen, but what I am shown. In fact, I know it
is something that the Lord did not want to happen, which I will explain below.
At best, even with the best martial possible, martial law is a very dangerous thing.
America is now sailing deeper and deeper into these most treacherous seas. If there was
any prophecy that I have made that I hope does not come to pass, this would be one of
the highest on that list. However, like it or not, see it or not, this is where we are headed.
Can this be avoided? Until it happens, I do think it can be avoided. However,
unless you change your direction you will end up where you are headed, and martial law
is where we are headed. In 1987, this was very hard for me to see. After the fall of the
Iron Curtain, it was even harder to see, but since then all of the changes in our nation
have been more in the direction of this.
When I began to see that this is now almost certainly unavoidable, I did receive
encouragement that even if our present government collapsed, if we, as a nation,
returned to the Lord, it would be used for good and not evil. It could be a reset, a jubilee,
and our Republic could be restored on a solid foundation, one that would not be so easily
shaken again. I still hold to that promise. Not only will our Republic be restored, but even
more importantly, America will turn back to the Lord and fulfill our destiny and purpose.
That being said, without a soon and very radical turn back to what we were called
to be as a nation, we are going to pass through a time of martial law in America. The
crucial issue is who the martial is going to be. This could be a very difficult time, much
darker than we can probably imagine, or it could be a time when peace and stability is
restored, and the Republic is restored to its Constitutional moorings. That choice is up to
Americans.
What is happening in America, and what will happen, is not God’s choice, but the
choice of Americans. As we are told in Psalm 115:16, “The heavens are the heavens of
the Lord, but the earth He has given to the sons of men.” This is why the Lord will not
do things on the earth until we pray—He delegated the rule over the earth to men, and
here we receive what we decide.
In Revelation 3:20, we see that in this age Jesus will not even enter His own
church unless we open the door for Him. America was once the place on earth where He
was the most welcome and the most sought after. However, for nearly half a century now
we have been telling Him to leave. We do not even want the mention of Him in our public
places or in our history books. Therefore, He has left. Now what is coming upon us is not
His doing, it is the choice our country made when we began turning from Him.
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In this I count myself as guilty as any. Even if it was not my desire, it has happened
on my watch. I am not pointing the finger at others without accepting responsibility myself.
Though the friends of the Lord still outnumber the enemies of the Lord in America, His
enemies are growing in number. They are seizing the reins of our country because few of
His friends have cared enough, or had the courage, to do anything about it. If we do not
change our direction, we will end up where we are headed, and we are headed there with
increasing speed every day.
Again, martial law will be an extreme danger. Martial law can quickly morph into a
permanent dictatorship. With the technology available today, and almost daily in the
news, a totalitarian police state is now possible which could be far worse than any
previous police state in history. That is where we are headed. Will we change our
direction?
The most thorough way to kill a plant is to cut it off from its roots. The most
effective way to destroy a nation is to cut it off from its history. Revisionist historians have
been doing this to America. Americans hardly know who we are anymore or what our
purpose is. We are being severed from the foundations of what once made us a great
nation. The destruction of America is imminent if we do not change our direction. If we
start turning back to the Lord, we can have a reset, a jubilee, and a return to the trajectory
that He has planned for us—unprecedented peace, prosperity, and strength, because of
the favor of the only One who can make this possible.

Prophetic Perspectives
I am very glad for this controversy, even the outrage I have created in some by the
Prophetic Perspectives program. To quote King David, “I will yet be more vile” (see II
Samuel 6:22 KJV). I don’t enjoy controversy, but I do appreciate it for what it can
accomplish. It is not likely that anyone will be able to speak the truth in these times
without it. I intend to use the controversy started by that program to delve into more depth
on these issues. Therefore, future Prophetic Perspectives programs will likely be even
more controversial. If you do not get these programs through your network or cable
provider, you may go to www.morningstartv.com and view them online at your
convenience.
For those of you who have expressed concern about me personally, I appreciate
this concern. However, my job is not one that wins the favor or understanding of many
people. If you speak the truth in these times, many will be enraged. I knew this when I
took the job. My ambition is to know that I was not a watchman that slept on my watch,
but that I did the best I could to sound the alarm when there was danger. Alarms have to
be irritating to wake people up. So my reward is seeing people wake up, even if they are
angry with me at first for being so irritating. At least I know that some of those who wake
up irritated are finally awake now. Those who are now enraged at me at least care
enough to be enraged, and I’m thankful for that. They can be the ones who rise up and do
the most to protect us from what is now threatening us.
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Even so, it is not the time for fear, but faith. Please read and take courage in the
following Psalm that I was given for this time. Keep in mind that mountains often speak of
governments in biblical prophetic symbolism:

Psalm 46
A psalm of the sons of Korah
To the Chief Musician
God will prevail
1 God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble.
2 Therefore will we not fear even though the earth changes, and though the
mountains shake and fall into the seas.
3 Though the waters roar and are troubled, though the mountains tremble
with the swelling of them. (Selah)
4 There is a river whose waters make glad the city of God, the holy place of
the tabernacle of the Most High.
5 God is in the midst of her; she will not be moved. God will help her when
the morning dawns.
6 The nations raged, the kingdoms were shaken. He uttered His voice, and
the earth melted.
7 The Lord of hosts is with us; the God of Jacob is our refuge. (Selah)
8 Come, behold the works of the Lord, what desolations He has made in the
earth.
9 He makes wars to cease to the end of the earth; He breaks the bow, and
cuts the spear in two; He burns the chariots with fire.
10 “Be still, and know that I am God. I will be exalted among the nations, I
will be exalted in the earth.”
11 The Lord of hosts is with us. The God of Jacob is our refuge. (Selah)
In times of great tribulation and upheaval among the nations, we have a Rock in
our God. He will never be moved, and the nations are like dust in His hand. When the
shaking comes, and it will come to even the most powerful and seemingly stable nations,
the righteous will be at peace, and they will not be moved, because they have built their
lives upon the Rock.
So what can we do? There is a lot. We must mobilize and get engaged. We must
resolve that we value truth, righteousness, and justice more than our comfort, or we will
soon be the most uncomfortable of all people. If you love God, if you love His truth, it is
time to stand up.
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Upcoming Events and Specials

http://www.morningstarministries.org/store/books/rick-joyner/i-see-new-america

http://www.morningstarministries.org/store/books/rick-joyner/overcoming-racism-combating-spiritual-strongholds-series

http://www.morningstarministries.org/schools/morningstar-university
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http://www.morningstarministries.org/store/other-items/morningstar-journal-1-year-subscription

http://www.morningstarministries.org/events/morningstar-conferences/worship-intensive-creative-arts-schoolconference#.Uk2nC9KTh8E

http://www.theoakinitiative.org/catalog/oak-initiative-memberships

http://www.theoakinitiative.org/content/oak-donation
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